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Abstract
Logic is the connection of distant facts, and intellect is the understanding of individual facts.

What is the dierence between logic and intellect? Logic seems to be a way of going about using knowledge
so that it is processed correctly. Whereas intellect is more focused on memory or things that don't require
as much understanding as logical things.

Logic would be the correct way of doing something, but doing

something intelligently would just mean doing something with knowledge.
So if you are doing something logically, you are doing it in a correct manner.

But if you are doing

something intelligently, you are just using a lot of brain-power to do it (that power might come from
memory, or skill). So logic seems to be a way to get to an end, the more direct route of doing something, but
intellect is more complicated and would involve things other than taking the direct approach to solving a
problem. Logic would involve a more scientic reasoning (a leads to b, etc). Science is direct and clear, and
logical thinking would be more direct and clear thinking, versus intelligent thinking would just be thinking
of a higher order.
So something intelligent would just involve more thought, like a hard math or science problem.

But

something logical would involve thought that was approached in a scientic, clear, trying to get to the end
(right answer) quickly and simply manner. Therefore if a person is logical, they wouldn't need to have a
good memory, but, when given lots of facts (as someone with a good memory would know already) are able
to sort through them in a logical, scientic manner.
You could still call someone intelligent even if they don't have a good memory, however. If someone is
logical you could call him or her intelligent because even though the data isn't already in their head, when
presented with the data (or knowledge) they are able to sort through it, and that is using their mind, so
they could be called intelligent.
Anything that has a therefore, or a because in it (or a then) (such as A leads to B, therefore. . . or A
exists because B is such and such, or if A leads to B, then. . .) would be more logical. If I said, I only need
to brush my teeth half as much as people with non-electric toothbrushes because those toothbrushes are
only half as eective. You are drawing a conclusion through inference, not just stating facts, but drawing
conclusions. That is, I took two facts (electric toothbrushes are twice as eective as non electric) and the
fact that I need to brush my teeth, and put them together to form the idea, I only need to brush my teeth
half as much.
Someone with just knowledge and no logic might know that electric toothbrushes are twice as eective
as non electric ones, and might know that they need to brush their teeth, but they wouldn't know that
therefore they could brush their teeth half as much as people with non electric toothbrushes. That is an
ordinary example based on relatives. That is one person would have more logic relative to the other person,
not that either person has no logic at all.
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You still have to draw other conclusions in that example, however.

If you couldn't understand that

brushing teeth is the combination of your hand moving, and holding a brush, then you wouldn't be capable
of understanding the concept of brushing teeth, and when someone told you that that was what brushing
teeth was, you wouldn't be able to comprehend it, and therefore, wouldn't be able to remember it. Like most
animals other than humans (or even a y) wouldn't be able to understand (have enough logic to understand)
brushing teeth.
But then again, dogs are capable of understanding concepts are large as their own name.

A dog is a

very complicated system, and it is capable of understanding a concept as complicated as itself. They even
occasionally know words such as Frisbee, brisket, or food. Dogs can understand when you tell them (some
dogs) do you want to play with the Frisbee? So clearly they have a lot of logic. But why then can they only
understand a very very few things, if each thing had about equal logic? They would be randomly picking up
lots of concepts and words then. Unless it took a certain number of times repeated, with higher emotional
emphasis, for them to remember it. The answer is that dogs don't randomly pick up things, for a dog to
understand it it has to be easy to comprehend.

Like a dog understanding its own name is easy for it to

understand, or any large emotional experience. So even dogs have some logic since they are able to pick up
on some things. Their level of logic (being able to put two things together) seems to match their memory
and intellect (their ability to understand individual facts) however.
What is it about the facts, electric toothbrushes are twice as eective as non-electric, and therefore you
only need to brush half as much.

And the facts, you have a Frisbee, you can play with it, that the rst

set of facts requires more logic to gure out than the second? Anyone can see that clearly the rst requires
more logic, you could even say that the person was logical to gure it out, but you wouldn't say that the
person who gured out that they can play with the Frisbee was logical. I have a Frisbee, I can play with it,
therefore I am logical. That just doesn't make any sense.
It is probably because two of the facts (Frisbee and playing with it), go together more easily than the
other two facts (toothbrush being good and brushing less). So it is just a matter of how hard it is put facts
together which determines logic. When someone thinks about a Frisbee it is easy to see someone playing with
it. The two facts are emotionally, logically and physically together. You see the Frisbee and someone playing
with it at the same time, so it is easy to remember them that way. However, you don't see brushing less
that clearly or being less eective that clearly. They simply aren't strong images in your head. Playing
with the Frisbee doesn't require a person to draw any dicult conclusions, but the toothbrush example does.
So logic is connecting facts that are harder to see, facts that are less present and therefore their connection
is going to be less present. Even if a dog loved brushing their teeth and loved electric toothbrushes, it still
wouldn't be able to understand that the electric toothbrush worked twice as well as the non-electric one.
That is because it is hard to picture one toothbrush working better than the other one. It requires logic,
or a scientic process of thought. It is easy to picture (visually) playing with a Frisbee, but (visually) it is
harder to picture the electric toothbrush working better. It is more just like a fact than an image.
Therefore logical connections or facts (logic was previously dened as putting two distant or obscure
connections together) are strengthened by vision and visual images. That is like dierent types of learning
styles, learning visually or learning by reading. That in fact someone isn't really more logical than someone
else, they just have a better visual processor.

So in the end it really boils down to sensory stimulation,

and putting together dierent types of sensory stimulation. That makes sense since everything is sensory
stimulation to begin with, since the world is only real and physical.
This brings us back to the intellect vs. logic discussion. Logic is bringing distant or hard to understand
(or see) facts together.

But someone with a high intellect might see the brushing very well and be able

to remember that electric toothbrushes are more eective, but they might not be able to connect the two
facts. So although they can remember individual facts well, and have a large knowledge base, their ability
to connect them is less (if they have less logic).
Vision isn't going to be the only thing leading to more logic. You might "visualize" an answer but that
just means you can see the answer, but how is that dierent from knowing the answer? When you say that
you see it, you might mean that the answer is so large and complicated that it can exist by itself, so it can be
separated in your mind and seen, like it is an object that is separate, versus a part of your understanding. If
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someone just said, "the pen is on the table" then they wouldn't say that they are visualizing the pen on the
table, because they can already see it there. So if the answer or conclusion to a problem is already clearly
seen, extra eort doesn't need to be made to visualize it. Thus problems using logic are probably going to
be harder to gure out than problems without using logic, and hence it is going to be harder to visualize
them.
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